Small Grant Application
ORGANIZATIONAL INFORMATION
Organizational Profile (must include: Year founded, mission, primary services, geographic focus): 200 words

REQUEST INFORMATION
Project Abstract: A clear summary of what you will accomplish with funding, and how you will accomplish it: 100 words

Is your project's geographic focus best described as "regional" (affecting two or more adjacent/bordering counties), "multi-county" (affecting 2 or more non-adjacent counties), "statewide" (affecting all of New Mexico's 33 counties), or other? Please describe your geographic strategy: 100 words

Describe the population group(s) that may be most affected by or benefit from this proposal: 100 words

How are people who will be most directly affected by and/or who will benefit from the project involved? 100 words

PROPOSAL NARRATIVE
What is the need and/or opportunity your project will address? 300 words

Describe how your project will promote health equity or systems change for health in NM. Specifically address the Key Findings and Recommendations in Health Equity in New Mexico: A Roadmap for Grant Making: 200 words

Does your project affect any specific health policies? Describe how, and what systemic change will result from the project: 150 words

Describe any partnerships or collaboration that will be involved with your project: 150 words

Will other resources (funding, personnel, infrastructure, etc.) be leveraged in support of your project? If so, describe: 150 words

What are the intended changes (“impact outcomes”) this project will produce? List up to three changes you want the project to accomplish) Include in your response, the intended community impact by providing a concise summary of what conditions will change as a result of the project: 300 words

Describe the main project activities you will carry out. How will you accomplish each of the intended outcomes of your project? 300 words

What effects do you believe the projected “impact outcomes” will have? Include short-term and long-term effects as appropriate. Make sure to address how you will be evaluating the outcomes identified: 250 words

Describe what will happen to this project after the grant period ends. Make sure to address any effort to seek other resources and/or collaborative efforts in support of the project: 150 words

Is there anything else you would like us to consider about your request as it is reviewed? 100 words


